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Abstract— This paper introduces a general state estima-
tion framework fusing multiple sensor information for hybrid
wheeled-legged robots performing mobile manipulation tasks.
At the core of the state estimator is a novel unified odometry
for hybrid locomotion which can seamlessly maintain tracking
and has no need to switch between stepping and rolling modes.
To the best of our knowledge, the proposed odometry is the
first work in this area. It is calculated based on the robot
kinematics and instantaneous contact points of wheels with
sensor inputs from IMU, joint encoders, joint torque sensors
estimating wheel contact status, as well as RGB-D camera
detecting geometric features of the terrain (e.g. elevation and
surface normal vector). Subsequently, the odometry output is
utilized as the motion model of a 3D Lidar map-based Monte
Carlo Localization module for drift-free state estimation. As
part of the framework, visual localization is integrated to
provide high precision guidance for the robot movement relative
to an object of interest. The proposed approach was verified
thoroughly by two experiments conducted on the Pholus robot
with OptiTrack measurements as ground truth.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advancement of technologies in torque-controlled

actuators, legged robots are progressively becoming a prac-

tical option for locomotion in addition to their wheeled

counterparts, and related research is becoming more intense.

Combining the best of both worlds – the agility of legged

robots on rough/uneven terrain and the efficiency of wheeled

robots on smooth terrain – hybrid wheeled-legged robots [1],

[2], [3] have been developed recently as a versatile solution

for complex environments and scenarios, including search

and rescue, payload delivery, exploration and inspection.

Motivated by this, our work in this paper was done on a dual-

arm quadrupedal wheeled-legged Pholus robot, as shown in

Fig. 1, and focused on the state estimation module targeted

at mobile manipulation tasks.

A. Related work

State estimation is a method of estimating the internal state

of a dynamic system based on available measurement data.

It is indispensable in many applications, such as drones [4],

unmanned vehicles [5], or Augmented reality(AR)/Virtual

Reality(VR) [6]. Here, state refers to a set of physical quanti-

ties that completely describe the robot’s movement over time,

including position, attitude, velocity, angular velocity, and the

orientation to describe the robot’s behavior and motion.
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Fig. 1: The dual-arm wheeled quadrupedal robot Pholus tried to
grasp a bottle. The proposed state estimation framework is shown
on the right side linking to the sensor suit of Pholus.

State estimation on legged robots has been widely ad-

dressed in the literature[7], [8], [9]. A drift-free solution

for humanoid robots was provided in [10]. For quadruped

robots, accurate state estimation for dynamic high-speed

gaits [11] and unstable terrains [12] were proposed. Besides

legged robots, localisation on wheeled robots is well-studied

using wheel odometry, Lidar and camera information [13],

[14], [15]. Based on classic Lidar localization approaches,

several works were proposed to improve the state estimation

performance by utilizing unique structures such as planes and

edges [16], [17]. These papers provide standalone methods

of state estimation for either wheeled or legged robots, indi-

vidually, but do not integrate them together. This paper aims

to provide a combined state estimator for hybrid wheeled-

legged robots that can seamlessly maintain tracking during

transitions between walking and driving motions. To the best

of our knowledge, this is the first state estimation method

developed for hybrid wheeled-legged robots.

As part of the application for the proposed state estimator,

this paper will also demonstrate its usage in mobile ma-

nipulation tasks. Unlike conventional manipulators, mobile

manipulators have virtually unlimited workspace, enabling

them to be used in diverse environments, including urban

(e.g. homes, offices, hospitals), industrial and hazardous

environments. With mobility and many Degrees of Freedom

(DoFs) at their disposal, they are able to accomplish a wide

range of tasks such as avoidance of obstacles, pushing,

picking and placing tasks, and opening doors, among others

[18]. In wheeled-legged robots, since both wheels and legs

can be utilized for manipulation tasks, an even wider range

of tasks can be performed [19].



To achieve complex mobile manipulation tasks demand-

ing high accuracy and robustness, one typical solution is

to guide the robotic operation with visual localization or

visual servoing at the last centimeter[20], [21], [22]. Image

retrieval techniques were adopted in [23], [24] to identify

the most relevant to the query to estimate the pose from 2D-

3D machines. Learning-based methods are another popular

solution to realize visual localization which either predicts

matches for pose estimation [25] or directly regresses the

pose [26].

B. Contribution

Compared with existing works on state estimation of pure

legged or wheeled robots, the main contributions of this

paper are two-fold:

1) Novel hybrid locomotion odometry is developed for

wheeled-legged robots based on robot kinematics, con-

tact force estimation and geometric features of terrain.

2) Unified state estimation framework is proposed to fuse

different sensor readings for long-range yet accurate

operations so as to complete general mobile manipu-

lation tasks.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the

robot system we target on and the whole state estimation

framework are introduced. Thereafter, different modules un-

der the framework are elaborated in Section III, especially

the novel odometry for hybrid wheeled-legged locomotion.

Section IV presents two experiments running on the real

robot and the evaluation results of our method. The paper

ends with conclusions and an outlook on future research.

II. SYSTEM & FRAMEWORK

Before going into technical details of the proposed ap-

proach, we provide a broad view of our methodology by

introducing the robot platform we develop on and the general

state estimation framework.

A. Robot Platform

The robot platform we use to evaluate our algorithm is a

dual-arm wheeled-legged quadrupedal robot named Pholus,

developed by Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (IIT). Pholus is

an improved version of the Centauro robot [3] and has the

same 41 DoFs. The robot was designed with toughness and

strength in mind to perform demanding mobile manipulation

tasks. It contains multiple sensors for perception, including

an RGB-D camera, a Time-of-Flight (ToF) camera and a 3D

Lidar, and is also equipped with an inertial measurement unit

(IMU) as well as torque sensors at every joint (except the

two for rotating the ToF camera and Lidar).

B. State Estimation Framework

To fulfill complex mobile manipulation tasks, state esti-

mation is one of the keystones which allows the robot to

locate itself in the surrounding environment. As shown in

Fig. 1, the hybrid locomotion odometry lies at the heart of the

framework. It mainly relies on proprioceptive sensors which

promise high-frequency, smooth and robust estimation [27].

Fig. 2: Sketch of the wheeled-legged robot Pholus traversing
uneven terrain. Three coordinates are depicted: fixed odometry
frame Oo, body link frame Ob attached at the bottom center of
pelvis and the wheel frame Ow with Y axis pointing along the

rotation vector ~j. ~n stands for the ground normal, and ~u is its
projection in the wheel rotation plane. The instantaneous contact
point c is defined as the lower intersection point between the wheel
contour and ~u.

Similar to existing works on the odometry of legged robots,

we need to estimate the contact status of the wheels. Further

considerations are given to wheel rolling and the terrain

surface. In order to mitigate the issue of drift caused by

dead-reckoning, we include exteroceptive sensors (e.g. Lidar)

to improve localization within a prior map. However, even

with the help of Lidar localization, robots may fail in some

mobile manipulation scenarios which require a high degree

of accuracy. Complementing our state estimation approach,

we integrate visual localization into the framework to address

this difficulty. More details will be given in the following

section.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we elaborate on the three main modules of

the state estimation framework, namely the Hybrid Locomo-

tion Odometry (HLO), Lidar-based localization and visual

localization.

A. Hybrid Locomotion Odometry

Based on the Leg Odometry (LO) described in [11], the

foot at the end of one supporting leg is assumed to be fixed to

the ground. However, for hybrid wheeled-legged locomotion

concerned in this paper, there is no such fixed point in the

legs. Instead, by using the Instantaneous Contact Point (ICP)

of supporting wheels, we can obtain the following kinematic

equation, which is similar to that in LO:

bẊb +
b Ẋc +

b
ωb ×

b Xc = 0 (1)

where b, c in the subscripts and superscripts stand for the

robot base link and ICP respectively; bXc is the position

of the ICP with respect to the base link frame and bẊc the

corresponding velocity; bẊb, b
ωb are, respectively, the linear

and angular velocities of the base link relative to a fixed

odometry frame represented in the coordinates of base link.



Since there may be multiple wheels supported by the

ground, we use contact forces to weight the estimations from

different legs. This stems from a reasonable assumption that a

larger contact force generally implies greater contact stability

and reliability, and therefore, better estimation, while swing

legs with no contact forces should be neglected. Similar

handling has also been adopted in [11], [28]. The resulting

equation to combine all four legs are:
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where the subscripts c1 c4 specifically indicates the ICP of

four legs as shown in Fig. 2, † the pseudoinverse operator,

and w a diagonal weight matrix calculated based on contact

force λ along the z direction. The weight assigned for the

ith leg can be computed as:

wci =
λ
z
i

4
∑

n=1

λ
z
n

(3)

Because our robot is not mounted with any contact sensors

to directly measure contact force, here we estimate it through

the robot dynamic model and joint torque readings:

λi = (JT
wi(q))

†(M(q)q̈+ h(q, q̇)− Sτ ) (4)

where q is a vector of joint angles (including the 6 floating

base joints), M(q) the inertia matrix, h(q,q) the centripetal,

Coriolis and gravity forces, S the actuated joint selection

matrix and τ the actuated joint torques, and JT
wi(q) the

Jacobian at the center of the ith wheel.

Compared with LO, the most tricky part in formulating

HLO is to locate the ICP bXc on the supporting wheels. As

depicted in Fig. 2, ICP is considered as the lower intersection

point between the wheel contour and the normal vector of

the local ground surface:

~u = ~n−
~n ·~j

‖~j‖2
~j

wXc =
r

‖~u‖
~u

(5)

where ~j is the wheel rotation axis, ~n the normal vector of

the local ground surface supporting under one wheel, ~u its

projection in the wheel rotation plane, r the wheel radius,

and wXc the ICP represented in the wheel coordinates.

Thereafter, the position of ICP in the base link frame bXc

can be easily derived from wXc through forward kinematics,

and its velocity can be computed through the Jacobian bJc,

i.e. bẊc =
b Jc · q̇.

Fig. 3: Visualisation of Lidar-based Localization (Left: point cloud
directly from 3D Lidar, color scaled with point height; Right: map
matching of particle filter in the top-down view, greed particles are
from prior map and white are the matched ones, trajectory tracked
by MCL is depicted as red line while green for the ground truth
and red from the odoemtry).

With the estimated linear and angular velocities of base

link in Eq.(2), we can transform them into a fixed odometry

frame and then integrate in time to obtain the pose. In

addition, to make use of high-quality orientation estimation

in the IMU, we implemented the extended Kalman filter to

filter its measurement into the HLO.

B. Lidar-based Localization

In order to handle complex ground situations like slippery

or soft areas, a 3D Lidar Map-Based Monte Carlo Localiza-

tion (MCL) method was also implemented to provide robust

drift-free state estimation in real environments.

MCL predicts the pose of a robot by evaluating the

observation, Lidar scan in this case, at a set of hypothetical

poses. Each hypothetical pose pi with its associated weight

ωi is called a particle Pi. MCL consists of mainly two steps:

prediction of new hypothetical poses and update of particles

at the predicted poses.

1) Prediction: Inputs to prediction step are the particles

and HLO introduced above. The change of odometry ut

between last and current Lidar data is applied to previous

pose pi,t−1 with a random Gaussian noise ǫi to get the new

pose pi,t:

pi,t = pi,t−1 × ut × ǫi (6)

2) Update: In the update step, an observation model

P (zi|pi,m), where zi is the observation and m stands for

the map used to calculate the weight ωi of each particle.

Particles with weights lower than the median will be deleted

on a percentile basis. The output pose pMCL of MCL

is the weighted average of the remaining particle poses.

To maintain a fixed number of particles N , new particles

are added by duplicating high weight particles. The update

process can be written as:

pMCL =

N
∑

n=1

P (zi|pi,m)pi

N
∑

n=1

P (zi|pi,m)

(7)

By repeating the two steps recursively, a continuous state

estimation can be carried out based on the MCL method as

shown in Fig. 3.



Fig. 4: Pholus stepping over a slanted platform (Left: experiment
setup with a platform of 156cm length, maximum height of 15cm
and an inclination angle of 10 degrees; Right: RVIZ visualization
with red arrows representing the normal vectors of the detected
terrain, and square marks in front of wheels representing predicted
future foot prints.).

C. Visual Localization

For certain mobile manipulation tasks demanding highly

accurate operation, even the aforementioned Lidar-based

MCL may not meet the requirements. In this case, visual

localization can be a good complement to our existing

framework and relocate the robot precisely with respect to

the environment. Here, a ToF camera and a color camera

have been calibrated for image registration. The captured

color image was used for object detection whereas the ToF

camera was used to capture the depth image for constructing

3D information such as point cloud. A Single Shot Detector

(SSD) [29] with MobileNet [30] was used for objection

recognition. This deep learning network has been revised

and fine-tuned using our data sets. The recognition module

assigns each recognized object an attribute which comprises

Region of Interest (ROI), object type and 3D key points

related to specific tasks.

IV. EXPERIMENT

Two experiments were conducted on our robot Pholus to

evaluate the performance of the proposed state estimation

framework. Multiple OptiTrack Prime series cameras were

mounted at the ceiling of the lab in a rectangular configu-

ration to track the 10 markers attached on the pelvis of the

robot which is considered as the ground truth in these two

experiments.

A. Stepping over Slanted Platform

In this experiment, Pholus stepped over a slanted platform

repeatedly to test the accuracy of the hybrid state estimation

as shown in Fig. 4. The detection of the inclined slope was

obtained using the Intel Realsense D435 mounted at the

pelvis of the Pholus. The collected point cloud was utilized

to construct an elevation map [31] with surface normal vector

which decides desired wheel poses and also contributes to

HLO as shown in Fig. 4.

During this experiment, Pholus stepped over the platform

for a total of 3 times taking around 10 minutes. The tracking

results from HLO, MCL and OptiTrack are compared in

Fig. 5. Overall, both HLO and MCL were able to maintain

good tracking (around several centimeters) throughout the

(a) Position tracking along x, y, z directions over time

(b) Yaw, pitch and roll tracking over time

(c) Error distribution with respect to the ground truth OptiTrack

Fig. 5: Comparison of tracking results from HLO, MCL and
OptiTrack for stepping over slanted platform. In the legends, odom,
lidar, optic respectively stands for the HLO, MCL and OptiTrack
tracking results.

whole experiment of stepping up and down and rolling.

Compared with HLO, MCL showed less drift along X and Y

direction while more noisy along Z direction. HLO showed

some significant drifting along Y direction starting from 200s

which should blame to the slipping during stepping down.

The noisy Z tracking of MCL is quite common in Lidar

localization methods because usually there are insufficient

Lidar points observed on floor and ceiling to correct the

pose in Z direction. And the orientation tracking are both

very well thanks to the extended Kalman filtering of IMU.

Additionally, the contact force estimation of wheels is

shown in Fig. 7 from where the contact switch among legs

can be easily observed. In order to see more details clearly,



(a) Stool Detection (b) Pick Task (c) Reverse with Stool (d) Place Task

(e) Dock to Shelf (f) Step On (g) Grasp Bottle (h) Step Off

Fig. 6: Sub-task sequence for the mobile manipulation experiment.

Fig. 7: The estimation results of contact force along Z direction
for four legs (FL: front left leg; FR: front right leg; HL: hind left
leg; HR: hind right leg.).

here we only shows data for one round of Pholus traversing

through the platform. From the figure, we can tell that the

legs on the left side were lifted up (almost zero contact force)

and down in sequence to cross the platform (Step on: 15 35s;

Step off: 40 60s). The total weight of Pholus is around 120

kg, so the sum of all four contact forces roughly matches.

To be noted, the joint torque sensors haven’t been properly

calibrated for a long time so the contact force estimator was

not working at its best condition.

B. Mobile Manipulation

In this experiment, Pholus was tasked to grasp a bottle on

top of a shelf. However, as the shelf is too high and the bottle

out of reach when Pholus is standing on the ground, it needs

to place a stool in front of the shelf, and step on it in order to

reach higher to grasp the bottle. This can be considered as a

representative and challenging mobile manipulation problem.

As shown in Fig. 6, the whole procedure was divided into

8 sub-tasks which were triggered by a state machine in

sequence. The main tasks involved were the picking and

placing of a stool using dual-arms from a table to the shelf

as shown in Fig. 6b, and the grasping of a bottle at the

top of the shelf using left-arm and torso as shown in Fig.

6g. The stool used in this experiment has a dimension of

40x28x20cm, while the shelf is of 48x30x180cm.

Fig. 8: Key-points detection for visual localization. Red circles are
the target center to be published for docking, grasping or picking up
while blue circles are reference points for computing the orientation
of objects (Upper row: the infra-red images captured from the ToF
camera; Lower row: segmented images which were generated by
using depth-based segmentation.).

The plot on Fig. 9 shows the tracking performance of the

state estimator over the period of the mobile manipulation

experiment. The histogram on Fig. 9c also shows the error

distributions with a sampling rate of 10 samples/sec.

For the picking and placing task, the robot searched for

the pose of the stool, and used visual servoing to approach

the table while orientating itself into a suitable position for

picking with both of its arms. Upon successfully picking

up the stool, the robot then reversed and proceeded to dock

toward the shelf using a combination of HLO and visual

servoing. This is displayed during 0-100s on the plot, with

a displacement in Y and a rotation in the yaw axis.

Once the robot docked, it placed the stool down in a

suitable position with respect to the shelf position guided

by visual servoing. The putting down task is observed at

150-200s when there is a shift in pitch angle which was

successfully tracked by HLO with less than 0.02rad error.

For the grasping task, Pholus had to step up on the stool

and tilt its torso upwards, in order for the hand to be able

to reach a height of 1.75 meters to reach the bottle. The

stepping task is observed at 300-450s where there is a large

increment in height on the Z plot. One of the feet was also



(a) Position tracking along x, y, z directions over time

(b) Yaw, pitch, roll tracking over time

(c) Error distribution with respect to the ground truth OptiTrack

Fig. 9: Comparison of tracking results from HLO, MCL and
OptiTrack for mobile manipulation experiment. In the legends,
odom, lidar, optic respectively stands for the HLO, MCL and
OptiTrack tracking results.

not in contact with the ground. The tracking error started to

increase further during this period due to inaccuracies from

the contact forces estimates and leg kinematics, which was

also observed in the previous experiment.

Overall, the state estimator provided reasonably good

tracking in comparison to the actual ground truth, with an

average positional error of 8cm and orientation error of less

than 0.01 rads, even as a series of complex maneuvers was

performed. However, during 350-450s where the grasping

task took place, it is also observed that there were some

discrepancies from the Lidar tracking, due to poor response

time in the Lidar-based localisation as the robot torso was

abruptly rotated. This is more noticeable in the orientation

plot on Fig. 9b.

Fig. 8 shows examples of key-points detection for visual

(a) Dual-Arm Pick Task (b) Grasp Task

Fig. 10: RVIZ visualisation of the mobile manipulation exper-
iments. The objects detected by visual localization module was
registered in the odometry frame.

localization. The upper row of images shows the infra-red

images captured from the ToF camera and the lower row

of images are segmented images which were generated by

using our depth-based segmentation. Once the segmented

image is generated, our key-points generator will base on

the geometry of the object to extract the desired key-points

for manipulation. For the extracted key-points, the center

(red circle) is always the targeted position of the object to

be published for docking, grasping or picking up, while the

adjacent points around the center are reference points (blue

circle) to compute the orientation of the object relative to the

robot. When locating the stool/bottle, it will take at least 10

frames to compute the average key-points from the detectors

to filter out detection noises. For the action of grasping a

bottle on the wooden shelf, besides detecting the bottle, the

key-points of the shelf were also detected for generation

of the 3D model of the shelf for computing the collision

avoidance. In this experiment, the 3D models of objects

were pre-defined and imported into MoveIt[32] for motion

planning as shown in Fig. 10.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a state estimation framework for hy-

brid locomotion of wheeled-legged robots by fusing various

sensor input. A novel odometery algorithm was introduced as

the core of this framework which uniformed the calculation

of both legged and wheeled motions, and 3D Lidar MCL and

visual localization were implemented further to achieve drift-

free and accurate state estimation. The proposed approach

was evaluated in two experiments, stepping over a slanted

platform and performing a challenging mobile manipulation

task, and showed very promising results. The robot was

able to grasp a bottle with two centimeters margin of finger

openness when starting movements meters away.

To further improve the accuracy and robustness of this

work, we may consider mounting contact force sensors

directly on the wheels to eliminate the estimation error

introduced by using joint torques. In addition, more effort

will also be put to address the issue of noisy Z tracking

from MCL.
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